Ministry of Citizens’ Services
Victoria

This posting is to establish an eligibility list for future similar permanent and/or temporary vacancies. Currently there is 1 temporary opportunity until October 31 2019. A permanent appointment may result from this temporary appointment.

Senior Security Analyst
$68,530.07 - $78,226.68 annually plus 6.6% Temporary Market Adjustment

Combine your systems security expertise and analytical skill set and take your IT career to the next level

Your role as Senior Security Analyst encompasses delivering an information technology program and ensuring all activities conform to corporate security policy and procedures and meet the highest security standards for a variety of sensitive information. Analytical, detail oriented and discreet, you identify key issues in complex situations and generate solutions while improving processes and outcomes. An effective communicator, you provide critical input on systems applications at all stages of development and maintenance and conduct IT risk assessments with clients to determine specific security needs. You are multifaceted and collaborative and enjoy working with a high-functioning team on numerous diverse projects and researching and evaluating emerging technologies. This is an exciting temporary role for a motivated IT professional interested in gaining valuable experience and furthering their career in systems security.

The BC Public Service is committed to creating a diverse workplace to represent the population we serve and to better meet the needs of our citizens. Consider joining our team and being part of an innovative, inclusive and rewarding workplace.

The BC Public Service is an inclusive and accessible employer. Please advise the hiring manager if any accommodations are required to assist you to ensure equitable participation.

Qualifications for this role include:

- Degree, diploma, certification or equivalent in the computer science field OR a combination of experience and training may be considered.
- Preference may be given to those who have a professional designation as a Certified Information Systems Security Professional or Certified Information Security Manager, or equivalent.

For more information and to apply online by April 12, 2019, please go to:
https://bcpublicservice.hua.hrsmart.com/hr/ats/Posting/view/58617

Attention: only applications submitted through the BC Public Service’s employment website (see link above) will be accepted.